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Sermon for Pentecost 16 – September 20, 2020 

Matthew 20:1-16 – “Are You Envious Because I am Generous?” 

Grace and peace to you this day from God our loving Parent and from 

the One who prioritizes grace, Jesus Christ, our Savior & Lord.  Amen.  

Today’s parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard is found exclusively in 

the Gospel of Matthew, although it’s punchline, “the first will be last, 

and the last will be first,” is found in 3 of the 4 Gospels – obviously a 

major, immensely significant, point of Jesus’ message, so much so that 

it comes to us in multiple narrative forms. 

In Matthew, the owner of a vineyard calls workers at dawn, 9, noon, 3 

and 5 to work in the vineyard.  Each time the landowner comes back to 

where day laborers gather, he tells those waiting to work, “You also 

go.”  We’re even given a glimpse at the workers’ motivations when the 

parabolic landowner quasi-chides the 5 o’clock crowd wondering, “Why 

have you been standing idle all day?” The workers quickly push back, 

“Because no one has hired us.”  There is absolutely no basis for 

pejorative judgment of this last crew or any other – the workers all 

wanted work, were ready to work, and dutifully went off to work when 

hired.  No one group is judged to be better workers, more efficient or 

faster.  The end of the day comes and the time for the workers to be 

paid “the usual daily wage,” as the first workers were told, or “what is 



right” as the subsequent groups were advised.  The last to receive work 

are the first to receive pay, and down the line, the workers, each and 

every one of them, receives a denarius, the amount designated as fair 

pay for a day’s work.  The landowner’s decision to pay everyone the 

same despite different hours worked is what breaks the story open.  It 

reveals the truth of who we are, and ends up illuminating the very 

nature of God, which is the dual point of a Biblical parable. 

The first revelation is that the cry “Unfair” is universal and timeless.  A 

life of grumbling and grievance was as seductively enticing two 

millennia ago as it is for us today….  The workers who arrived earliest 

to the jobsite complained that they should have received more than the 

bargain reached, the amount set, a denarius – by definition, the going 

daily wage for labor.  The sole reason for complaint – those arriving 

later to the job had received a denarius too.  The next to last verse of 

today’s Gospel says it all, the unhappy workers are “envious” because 

the landowner is generous.  Which leads me to ask a fundamental 

question, the answer to which might really be a good diagnostic to 

assess the state of your faith, your life, your hope.  Deep down, do you 

think generosity is stupid?  I mean, fair is fair, right?  Which means, as 

the grumblers assert, more-than-fair is unfair in comparison. 



“Generosity is stupid” is a mainstay in a “Me & my own first, inability to 

care outside boundaries (national, ethnic, familial, cultural).  Within 

these norms, generosity not only doesn’t make sense, it’s seen as 

ridiculous!  Why would you pay anyone more than you absolutely have 

to?  A good question for economists to argue, but Jesus is raising it here 

not to offend our common conception of fairness, markets, or 

economic systems.  Although these are most definitely implicated in 

Jesus using this story to shine light on what the kingdom of heaven is 

like, to illustrate one of Jesus’ most outrageous claims: “The last will be 

first, and the first will be last.”  Our limited notion of fair and right are 

not going to inhibit the nature of God, nor does it define the possible in 

a world the Divine has broken into through God’s son, our Savior and 

template for our lives, Jesus the Christ, the Anointed One. 

But here’s what Jesus appears to anoint; here’s what’s at risk with 

Jesus’ telling of this parable – that you don’t deserve more when you 

work, give, invest or risk more.  Jesus really is taking on some of the 

most basic things we hold dear.  Our assumption that the greater the 

risk, the greater the reward should be - the old risk/reward ratio.  It’s 

exactly what the first workers were thinking: I risked more, gave more, 

undertook more, was out here in the heat of the day more, therefore, 

my return should be higher; I definitely deserve more back than the 



worker who showed up at 3, and way, way more than the one who 

skated in to work at 5, for the love of God! 

A saying that seems to apply, but really, when you break down the 

saying’s words (“for the love of God”), is why the opposite holds true in 

Jesus’ parable.  Because there is a greater return at play here.  A 

risk/return ratio both real, but impossible to measure, and that, is 

Love.  Love does not count every chit.  Human metrics strain, and 

miserably fail, to establish love’s value.  I hope you have not personally 

experienced what happens to love when the fairness card is played.  

Because at the first sign of a fairness standard, love is already 

half-gone! 

The story of Jonah is a perfect example.  Jonah is called to prophesy 

repentance to Nineveh, and boy is Jonah reluctant to do it, not because 

the prophet fears God’s wrath, but because he knows God’s mercy – 

and mercy is by definition unfair.  Jonah runs and runs from God’s 

gracious, loving ways.  Even here in today’s scripture reading, Jonah has 

slunk off because all of Nineveh did the unimaginable – from King on 

down, the whole city repents, which causes God to relent from 

punishing.  So after being thrown overboard in a storm, swallowed 

whole and spat out by a great fish, successfully proclaiming the Word of 

God so that an entire city listens and turns form its sin, here at the end 



of story of Jonah, the prophet stomps his feet and screams, “Not fair” 

one last time!! It’s a farcical finish if there ever was one - Jonah is angry 

at God not just for saving the City, but also because a plant that grew 

up in one day, and provided Jonah shade for all of one day, has 

withered away and died.  With Jonah’s one day of shade gone, he 

cannot figure out how he can possibly go on.  The injustice of it all, with 

the plant now gone, Jonah prefers to die, or at least, he says he 

grievously does. 

The real question tackled in the book of Jonah and as it turns out for all 

of us living in withering times is this - can we let God be God here?  Can 

we trust in divine perspective and God’s understanding of people and 

circumstances?  Can we be happy with a God with a high proclivity of 

generosity and a surprising lack of awareness that life should be fair.  

Can you even see it as oddly refreshing , even when the hot sun starts 

to beat down on you? 

To that end, I offer a modern-day, personal, parable.  A story of “3 

Brothers,” as my developmentally disabled brother Jon loves to talk 

about my identical twin brother Bill and me, and with Jon, that makes 

three!  Like most families, we grew up loving to spout the usual human 

mantra about our upbringings – it’s so unfair!!!  My brother Bill was 

great at science and math – unfair.  He always seemed to do the right 



thing and got rewarded for it – unfair.  All of this earned the following 

nicknames from our Father: Sweet William and Horrible Frank – Ok that 

is blatantly unfair.  The comparison game is human grievance at its 

fineness.  Interestingly, it wasn’t my next-to-perfect twin brother Bill 

who taught me the trap of unfairness.  No, it was my developmentally 

disabled brother Jon who taught me that generosity is the better way.  I 

don’t remember the exact circumstances, but I remember God finally 

waking me up at one point – the awakening a consciousness, and 

therefore a conscience!  Rather than seeing myself as hard done by in 

comparison to Bill, I started to recognize just how often we both left 

Jon behind, taking advantage of every privileged opportunity given.  I 

thought I had it rough, but Jon, born with Down’s Syndrome, well, I 

started to notice all Jon had to face, tackle and endure.  Jon stopped 

being a weight tied around my ankle, slowing me down; he became, 

well, my brother.  And one day when I was heading back to college, and 

Jon was so bummed I was leaving, he having to stay home yet again. 

Instead of just slipping out, I stopped and told Jon I was sorry I had to 

leave and that he had to stay.  Well, Jon loved his brother, and so you 

know what he said, “Franky, it’s OK.”  Jon seemed innately to know 

something it took me unconscionably long to understand – generosity 

is never stupid. 



It’s not about who comes first or last in birth order, who has the most 

or least, who has been here the longest or most recent, who does the 

most work or the least.  We all receive what we need from God, 

provided with enough, and usually more than enough that God 

fervently hopes we will generously share. 

In the innumerable ways we compare ourselves, and our experiences, 

to each other, through our effort, however long or short it is, Jesus 

gives us the glorious opportunity to be transformed, to glimpse even if 

just a little bit, the world through God’s gracious gaze – that every life 

makes a difference, that every ounce of our efforts offered early or 

late, is not only acceptable to God, but can make all the difference in 

this world God loves so very much! 

You know, God’s promise to ancient Nineveh is not so different than 

our own - because the God who sent Jonah to Nineveh, is the same God 

who sends Jesus to us.  I am so very thankful that our God is gracious 

and merciful, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love.  To God, 

fair has nothing to do with it.  Just ask Jesus, or Jonah, or the gracious 

landowner, or even Horrible Frank - because the work we are called to 

is Love!  Amen. 

 


